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What is an eco responsible diving?


	From today, Unisub belongs to the Longitude 181 Nature to promote the responsible diving and the seabed.
From today, Unisub belongs to the Longitude 181 Nature to promote the responsible diving and the seabed.
You will expect to find all the treasures of the wild marine universe as wonderful in the future as during your visit today. You would like to share these joys with your friends and your children, so be curious about everything but remain discrete and attentive and watch out for clumsiness !
Your behavior today will ensure that future generations of divers can enjoy this marvelous world and the thrills of meeting sharks and whales in an underwater adventure as colorful as yours. So please have a look at the International Guidelines for Responsible Diver. It is worth reading it carefully and evaluate our behavior as divers.

What do you think?
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